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Spotlight
NEW Product Update:
BOCK RLM SERIES

The Bock RLM series is iconic in
both style and functionality. First
developed in the early 1900’s to
replace the individual overhead
lights traditionally used in
warehouses and factories, the
RLM light fixture, most often
characterized by its spun metal
reflector and white interior, offered
a more efficient lighting solution
that provided a broader distribution
of light. Bock offers a wide array of
RLM options and customizations to
fit any of your product needs.

ORIGAMX MEDI-O

The OrigamX lighting system was
developed for the world's most
creative Architects and most critical
technical Lighting Designers to
enable them to achieve the highest
quality of light in the most diverse
range of applications - including
museums, high-end residential and
retail. The MEDI-O performance
track head features theatrical grade
control and dimming (DMX/RDM),
hand picked optics and tightly
binned LEDs. The fixtures excel in
applications where the quality of
light is critical and in low ceiling
height applications where discrete,
reconfigurable, low profile fixtures
and a clean look are desired.
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NEW Product Update:

ENTRA ESSENCE SERIES

ESSENCE elevates the
architecture of any space with
premium customizable linear
illumination with simplified ordering
and optionality including various
lens, finish and mounting options.

LUXFORMAE MAGS

XF Mags Series Magnetic Track
Light System offers a new
generation of lighting with
tremendous flexibility and
possibilities. LXF Mags Tracks can
be recessed, trimless, surface, or
suspended mount. A variety of
channel adapters are available for
any configuration for inside
corners, outside corners, wall-toceiling, “T”, “L”, “4-way
Intersections.” Powered Rounded
sections are also available for
ovals and 39″ diameter circular
configurations.
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NEW Product Update:
LIGMAN SOLAR AUGUSTA
BOLLARD

Modern, contemporary bollard
luminaires providing a minimalistic
and urban appeal. The Augusta is
suitable for indoor and outdoor
applications and provides a clean
and visually appealing solution for
bollard luminaires.

SPI ZYNN 2" Lines + Arcs

Anything is possible with this
creative modular system of
luminous lines. Zynn 2” Lines + Arcs
makes it fast and easy for you to
create extraordinary curvilinear and
rectilinear designs—all with
standard products. Turn corners,
sweep around columns, create
geometric shapes, or form intricate
patterns with smooth, continuous
lines of light. Professional and
refined, it delivers up to 960 lumens
per foot.
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